Around the apple and down the leaf

Down the bat and around the ball
Curl around the caterpillar

Around the drum, up the stick and back down
Lift off the top and scoop out the egg

Down the stem and up, then draw the leaves
Round her face, down her hair and give her a curl

Down the head to the hooves and over his back
Down into the ink and dot

Down his body, curl and dot. Make sure it’s under the line
Down the kangaroo’s body, arm and leg

Down the long leg
Down, up, over the mountain, over the mountain again

Down, up and over the net
All around the orange

Down the parrot, back up and around his head
Round her head, up past her earrings, down her hair and give her a wave.

Down his back and up, then curl over his arm.
Slither down the snake

Down the tower, under the drawbridge and across the tower
Down and under, up to the top and down

Down a wing, up a wing
Down up, down up and straight again

Down the arm and leg and repeat the other side
Down, up and drop the yo-yo

Zig-zag-zig